
To the knowledge check for 
ERO

Welcome

We provide this check to keep your 
theoretical knowledge up to an 
acceptable level.



The rules

• You answer the 30 questions.

• You write down the answers.

• The correct answers can be found on our web site after

• 10-04-2020 www.klsvandenberg.nl

• Good luck and have fun.



When ever you act as an ERO, there are 5 basic rules to 
be followed.

We call them 
‘general rules of first aid’.

Which are these rules?

Question 1



You need an ambulance or the fire department urgently.

You don’t know your exact location.

How is it that the 112 dispatcher can find out your 
location?

Question 2



Give 3 or more known dangers in case of fire.

Question 3



Some companies have fixed extinguisher facilities. 

Name 2 of these facilities.

Question 4



Some one within your organization is in need of 
medication.

There is one kind of medication you are allowed to 
provide. Give the name of this medication.

In what circumstances may you provide other 
medication?

Question 5



Give 4 reasons to evacuate a building.

Question 6



Why is it advised to approach your victim 
frontal?

Question 7



Some companies have a fire detection system.

What is the main purpose of this system?

What activities can be engaged by this system? 

Question 8



Your victim is unconscious.

By what means can you discover what has 
happened?

Question 9



How can you detect escape routes?

Question 10



Emergency lighting can be devided in 4 categories.

Name 3 or 4.

Question 11



A victim is in a very dangerous location.

He needs to be moved to a safe position.

How can you do that?

Question 12



A small wound needs to be treated in a certain way.
Name the steps in the correct order.

Question 13



What are the 3 main tasks of an ERO?

Question 14



Which materials make a covering bandage?

Question 15



Why is it important to intercept the external safety 
services at the main entrance. Give 3 reasons or more.

Question 16



What is the main goal of the assembly place?

Question 17



We need 3 steps to create a fire. We call this the fire 
triangle.

Name these steps.

Question 18



What are the signs to recognize a stroke?

Question 19



What to do with an accidentally 
amputated finger?

Question 20



Some one got a severe punch on the 
eye.

What is the first aid you should 
provide?

QUESTION 21



Physically disabled persons are evacuated to a safe 
compartment and then to the assembly point.

There are physically able and disabled people in the 
safe compartment. 

Who is to be evacuated to the assembly point first and 
why?

Question 22



Esome one has sprained his wrist.

What is the first aid in this case?

Question 23



What signs can you see when some one has fractured a 
bone?

Question 24



What is the meaning of these hazard signs?

Question 25



1. In what way do we cool a burn?

2. For how long do we cool a burn?

Question 26



Fires are devided in 4 classes; A, B, C, D en F.

Which materials belong to these classes?

Question 27



1. A victim is choking, but still coughing.

Which first aid do you provide?

2. A victim is choking and does not cough any more.

Which first aid do you provide?

Question 28



A victim is spontaneously losing blood trough his nose. 

Which first aid do you provide?

Question 29



What dose the alarm indicator which you see above the 
door tell you?

Question 30


